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Abstract

Magnetically-controlled and elastically-coupled multistable pendula are shown to serve as versatile structural analogs of
ferroelectric crystals, mimicking atomic-level phenomena of domain patterning, domain nucleation, and Allen-Cahn-type
domain wall motion under an applied bias, as found, e.g., in ferroelectric switching. We demonstrate the quantitative
analogy with material-level transitions via a homogenized continuum description, including structural-level realizations
of temperature and lattice defects. Existing photonic, phononic, and topological metamaterials are thus complemented
by a new mechanical analog of the nonlinear dissipative kinetics of structural transformations.
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1. Introduction

Multistability is a prominent feature across biological,
chemical, and physical systems [1–3], in which noncon-
vex energetic potentials lead to the existence of multi-
ple stable equilibrium states. Observed e.g. during solid-
solid phase transformations [4], deformation twinning [5]
or ferroelectric switching [6], such a multitude of stable
ground states leads to their organization into complex mi-
crostructural patterns consisting of homogeneous domains
or phases arranged in a compatible manner and separated
by domain or phase boundaries. Application of an exter-
nal bias initiates complex domain kinetics, involving nucle-
ation events and domain boundary migration, which col-
lectively make up the material’s time-dependent inelastic
behavior at larger scales [7, 8]. Ferroelectricity (i.e., the
existence of a spontaneous polarization at the atomic unit
cell level, which can be irreversibly switched by bias elec-
tric fields [9]) serves as a prime example for intricate nano-
and microscale domain evolution, whose macroscale elec-
tric hysteresis is key to actuators, sensors, and memory
devices [10, 11].

Over the past two decades, metamaterials with extraor-
dinary physical properties due to tailored internal architec-
ture have spurred research in acoustics [13, 14], optics [15],
and mechanics [16] with the most recent addition of topo-
logical insulators [17]. They all mimic atomic-level physics
at the structural scale, and they have been almost exclu-
sively limited to either linear properties or static material
performance. Recently, the nonlinear dynamics of bistable
structures was exploited for energy harvesting [18, 19] and
absorption [20], reconfigurable devices and unidirectional
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wave motion [21–28], yet implementations remained pri-
marily one-dimensional (1D) or bistable and did not offer
a direct material-level analogy.

Here, we present a periodic magneto-mechanical sys-
tem that reproduces the salient features of solid-solid trans-
formations at the structural level with a focus on ferroelec-
tric crystals (Fig. 1a) – amenable to experimental realiza-
tion and quantitatively following the Allen-Cahn model
frequently used to describe ferroelectric switching.

The fundamental building block is a mechanical pendu-
lum (Fig. 1c), which consists of a massless link of length
l and a permanent magnet of mass M and dipole mo-
ment mp (oriented along the pendulum’s axis). In ad-
dition to gravity, a multi-welled magnetic potential acts
onto the pendulum, which arises from five magnets fixed
in the plane at a distance D > l below the pivot. Mim-
icking tetragonal perovskite ferroelectric ceramics in 2D
(Fig. 1b), four symmetric energy wells are created by four
identical attracting magnets at positions ri = (±d,±d,−D),
while an identical but repelling magnet at rc = (0, 0,−D)
defines the energy barrier in the center (magnetic moments
are oriented along the positive x3-axis, as shown, coordi-
nates measured from the pivot). If we define the polariza-
tion p = (I−e3⊗e3)x as the projection of the pendulum’s
tip position x onto the plane, then the combined mag-
netic interactions result in a nonconvex potential ψm(p)
with four symmetric minima separated by a local maxi-
mum (Fig. 1d).

Varying the magnet arrangement controls the multi-
stable on-site potential, enabling the analogy to other struc-
tural transitions with a vector-valued order parameter; e.g,
rhombohedral ferroelectrics can be characterized by four
non-symmetric wells in the (p1 + p2)-p3-plane [29]. In
addition, replacing permanent magnets by electromagnets
admits control over the energy landscape and enables the
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Figure 1: Multistable mechanical metamaterial as an analog of ferroelectricity: (a) Drawing inspiration from the perovskite
structure of a ferroelectric ceramic (e.g., tetragonal lead-zirconate-titanate) with its atomic-level electric polarization dipole p due to breakage
of crystal symmetry and (b) the associated Landau potential [12]. (c) The structural analog: a square lattice of multistable pendula, each
elastically connected to its nearest and next-nearest neighbors, with a schematic of the pendulum unit cell detailing the arrangement of
magnets, the structural polarization (i.e., 2D projection p of the pendulum position) and the chosen reference frame. (d) The (unbiased)
multi-welled potential ψ(p) of a single pendulum.

application of bias fields that shift energetic minima and
alter barriers (inducing domain switching or promoting
phase transitions).

2. Theory

2.1. Magneto-mechanical system

Transitioning from a primitive cell to the effective (single-
crystal) behavior, we tessellate the pendulum unit cell on
a 2D Bravais lattice, connecting pendulum tips by elas-
tic springs to result in a periodic multistable architecture.
Like the magnets controlling the multistable on-site po-
tential, the exact arrangement and connections of pen-
dula control the elastic properties of the effective medium.
Consider, e.g., the square lattice in Fig. 1c (defined by
basis vectors a1 = ae1, a2 = ae2) with four nearest-
neighbor (NN) and four next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) in-
teractions, so the interaction potential of the ith pendu-
lum is Vi =

∑8
j=1

1
2kj [(p − pj) · r̂ij ]2, where r̂ij denotes

the unit vector between the pivots of pendulum i and its
neighbor j and kj are the spring stiffnesses, whose values
can be tuned to achieve a sought (an)isotropy of the ef-
fective medium [30]. We here assume that pendula are
sufficiently spaced so all springs undergo approximately
linearized (axial) deformation, which simplifies the theory

but does not considerably alter the observed system re-
sponse.

Unlike its atomic-level counterpart, the pendulum sys-
tem is of Hamiltonian nature, governed by the determin-
istic equations of motion based on kinetic energy K and
potential energy V :

K =

n∑
i=1

M

2
|ṗi|2 , V =

n∑
i=1

[Vi(p) + ψ(pi)].

For a long pendulum (D � d), the gravitational con-
tribution is negligible so the total potential energy is ap-
proximately ψ(p) = ψm(p)+ψg(p) ≈ ψm(p). With the as-
sumption of an effectively 2D motion of the pendulum tip,
the gravitational energy is negligible since ψg = Mgl(1 −
cosφ) ≈ 0 to leading order. The magnetic energy contri-
bution ψm(p) is

ψm(p) = mp ·

[
B(mc, rc − p) +

4∑
α=1

B(mα, rα − p)

]
,

where the field B surrounding a magnetic dipole m in a
free space with the permeability of µ0 is

B(m, r) =
µ0

4π|r|3

[
3

|r|2
(m · r)r−m

]
.

Dissipation is expected primarily from velocity-proportional
viscous drag (realized, e.g., by submergence in a fluid or
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a pendulum design with significant air drag with effec-
tive viscosity β). Lagrange’s equation for the ith pendu-
lum with a viscous potential D = βK/M , and Lagrangian
L = K − V , and externally applied force Fext,i yields the
equation of motion

d

dt

(
∂L
∂ṗi

)
− ∂L
∂pi

+
∂D
∂ṗi

= Fext,i for i = 1, . . . , n,

evaluating to

M p̈+β ṗ+ψm,p(p)−
N∑
j=1

kj [ej⊗ej ](pj−p) = Fext, (1)

where a ⊗ b denotes the second-order tensor stemming
from the outer product of vectors a and b.

Let us consider the periodic pendulum array governed
by Eq. (1) as a structural analog of a ferroelectric single-
crystal. Akin to an applied bias electric field E in fer-
roelectrics (which tilts the energy landscape according to
ψ = ψm−E ·p), electro-magnets in the plane can actively
control the energy landscape of the multistable pendula
through an applied electro-magnetic bias (Fig. 2a).

2.2. Continuum limit

To understand the effective, homogenized system re-
sponse, we pass to the limit of a large array of pendula.
We assume a separation of scales between the size of each
pendulum unit and the characteristic feature size in the
evolving polarization microstructures. This allows us to
introduce a continuous polarization field p(x, t) which rep-
resents the polarization of a pendulum located at position
x at time t. To this end, we represent the displacement
of the jth adjacent pendulum according to a second-order
Taylor expansion:

pj(t) = p(x, t) + ajF (x, t)ej

+
1

2
a2j∇F (x, t)(ej ⊗ ej) +O(a3)

(2)

in which F = ∇p and ∇F are, respectively, the first
and second gradient of the polarization field p, and aj =
ajej = xj − x is the vector from x to its jth neighboring
pendulum. Insertion of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) in absence of
applied external force leads to

M p̈ + β ṗ + ψm,p(p)−
N∑
j=1

[
kj(ej ⊗ ej)

(
aj(∇p)ej +

a2j
2

(∇∇p)ej ⊗ ej

)]
= 0.

Due to centro-symmetry of the chosen square lattice, we
know that for each neighbor j with ej there is another

neighbor with −ej , so
∑N
j=1

[
kj(ej ⊗ ej)(∇p)ej

]
= 0.

This simplifies the equation of motion to

M p̈ + βṗ + ψ,p(p)− a2C∇∇p = 0,

where we introduced the fourth-order tensor

C =
1

2a2

N∑
j=1

kja
2
j (ej ⊗ ej ⊗ ej ⊗ ej)

and the notation [CT ]i = CijklTjkl for the contraction of
fourth-order tensor C with third-order tensor T . Finally,
dividing by the area of a pendulum unit, a2, and exploiting
the symmetries of fourth-order tensor C, we arrive at the
continuum equation of motion

ρ p̈ + γṗ + ψ̃,p(p)−∇ · (C∇p) = 0 (3)

with mass density per area ρ = M/a2, a dimensionless
viscosity (inverse mobility) γ = β/a2, and the on-site po-
tential per area ψ̃ = ψ/a2. Assuming the overdamped
case of negligible inertia compared to the viscous forces
(ρ � γ), the above reduces to an Allen-Cahn-type equa-
tion of gradient descent, viz.

γṗ = ∇ · (C∇p)− ψ̃,p . (4)

While the multi-welled ψ̃ is the origin of domain for-
mation, the gradient term represents interfacial energy
in regions of varying polarization (e.g., in domain walls),
which effectively regularizes the domain pattern formation
as classically found in phase field models [31]. The compo-
nents of fourth-order tensor C depend on the chosen lattice
arrangement and spring connection. One particular case of
interest is isotropy, characterized by direction-independent
stiffness, or RT

iIR
T
jJCIJKLRKkRLl = Cijkl ∀ R ∈ SO(d).

Generally, (expressing the fourth-order tensor as a matrix
using Voigt notation)

[C] =


kNN + kNNN 0 0 kNNN

0 kNNN kNNN 0
0 kNNN kNNN 0

kNNN 0 0 kNN + kNNN

 ,
and kNN = 2kNNN = k implies isotropy with ∇ · (C∇p) =
k
2∇

2p + k∇(∇ · p). Of course, this is a simplifying as-
sumption, and the elastic anisotropy may have an impact
on the response of the system. However, we limit our
study to isotropy, owing to the reported mild anisotropy
of tetragonal PZT also used in simulations [12].

2.3. Energy transport scaling law

For a grounded dissipative/diffusive system, the en-
ergy transported via a locally-driven planar domain wall
scales linearly with the wave velocity v; the constant of
proportionality is defined by the physics of the support-
ing medium [32]. For a planar domain wall with smooth
variations of p, Eq. (4) reduces to a 1D nonlinear wave
equation which upon substitution of a traveling wave so-
lution p(x, t) = p(x · e − vt) = p(ξ) with direction unit
vector e becomes

−vγp,ξ = εp,ξξ − ψ̃,p, (5)
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using index notation and Einstein’s summation convention
with ε = k

2 (I + e ⊗ e) for isotropy. (In general εik =
Cijklejel for a given direction e represents the acoustic
tensor.)

Multiplication of Eq. (5) by −vp,ξ and integrating over
the entire ξ-axis leads to

v2γ

∫ +∞

−∞
|p,ξ|2 dξ = −v

∫ +∞

−∞
p,ξ · εp,ξξ dξ + v

∫ +∞

−∞
p,ξ · ψ̃,p dξ,

in which the first term on the right-hand side vanishes
(since p,ξ → 0 as ξ → ±∞) and hence simplifies to

R = v2γ

∫ +∞

−∞
|p,ξ|2 dξ = v∆ψ̃, (6)

where R represents the total power dissipated by the mov-
ing domain wall, which is balanced by the energy release
∆ψ̃ of the wall (multiplied by the domain wall speed v).
The second law of thermodynamics (R ≥ 0) hence dictates
that the driving force (which is proportional to ∆ψ̃) and
speed v of a planar domain wall point in the same direc-
tion. From an experimental perspective, Eq. (6) provides
a beneficial quantitative relation to extract model param-
eters from experimental snapshots (the integral in Eq. (6)
can be evaluated from the shape of the domain wall, so
that, e.g., the inverse mobility γ can be computed from an
observed wall speed).

2.4. Stochastic formulation of finite temperature

The time evolution law for the vector field p, Eq. (4), is
known as the Allen-Cahn equation [33] frequently used in
phase-field models for ferroelectrics [34, 35], order-disorder
transformations [36], structural transitions [7], and in its
stochastic extension for temperature dependence [12]. Strictly
speaking, it applies at zero temperature, since thermal
effects such as thermal vibrations (which influence the
switching kinetics) are neglected. At finite temperature,
such thermal noise becomes important [12], which is why
the kinetic relation can be extended into the stochastic
Allen-Cahn equation

γṗ = ∇ · (C∇p)− ψ̃,p +γq, (7)

where the last term represents a stochastic, random noise
added to the kinetics in order to introduce the effect of
thermal vibrations of atoms as Brownian motion. Its am-
plitude does not depend on the potential [37] but on the
system temperature. The random noise must be uncorre-
lated in both space and time [38, 39] to avoid any bias in
the evolution of p, i.e.,

〈q(x, t), q(x′, t′)〉 = σ2δ(t− t′)δ(x− x′).

We apply the Fokker-Planck equation to the evolution of
the noise in order to describe the evolution of the proba-
bility distribution of the polarization p [40], which has a
steady-state solution in the limit of t → ∞. By applying

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [41], one obtains the
standard deviation of the noise term as [12]

σ ∝

√
2kBT

γ
, (8)

in which T denotes temperature and kB Boltzmann’s con-
stant. This summarizes a strategy to include the influence
of thermal vibrations into the modeling of microstructure
evolution in ferroelectric ceramics.

To mimic thermal fluctuations at finite temperature,
we exploit the electromagnets to further induce a distributed
stochastic white noise force Fext = γq in Eq. (1). We use
the Box-Müller sampling method [42] to generate uncorre-
lated Gaussian white noise y(t) =

(
y1(t), y2(t)

)
uniformly

distributed on the interval [0, 1], i.e., y1(t) = rand[0, 1] and
y2(t) = rand[0, 1] for each pendulum at each time. We de-
fine transformation Z = (Z1, Z2) with Z1 =

√
−2 log y1 cos(2πy2)

and Z2 =
√
−2 log y1 sin(2πy2) to assure no spatial and

temporal correlation. Varying the amplitude of the uncor-
related noise term enables us to qualitatively explore the
effects of thermal fluctuations, analogously to Eq. (8), i.e.,
q = σZ. Alternatively, a phase-field model can be ther-
malized quantitatively, e.g., for a precipitation process in
which noise depends on the coarse-graining [43].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider a periodic representative volume element
(RVE) consisting of np × np pendula with magnets ar-
ranged symmetrically to produce the unbiased energy shown
in Fig. 2d). While multistable structures have recently at-
tracted attention [18, 19, 44–46], prior realizations have
been limited to either 1D systems [22, 23, 32] or to mul-
tistability with a scalar order parameter [30]. The multi-
stable potential of the 2D system presented here naturally
leads to the formation of domain patterns, characterized
by the polarization p as vector-valued order parameter and
induced by applying a bias through the electromagnets
(Fig. 2a).

We solve Eq. (1) numerically using finite differences
based on the explicit Noh-Bathe integration scheme [47]
with periodic boundary conditions. Pendula are l = 0.5 m
long. Magnets are located at (D, d) = (0.54, 0.06) m with
dipole moments (mp,mc,mi) = (1.6,−0.64, 0.5) Am2 to
produce an unbiased multi-welled energy landscape, with
energy barriers proportional to the Landau potential of
tetragonal PZT [12] (see SM [48] for details). Simulations
use M = 0.15 kg, kNN = 2kNNN = 3 Nm−1, and β =
4 Nsm−1. In the SM [48], we discuss in detail how the
geometric and material parameters affect the potential.

In our numerical setup we verify the discrete scaling
law of Eq. (6) by calculating

Rdisc. = γ

∫ L

0

|ṗ|2 dx ≈ γ
Np∑
i=1

a|ṗi|2 = v∆ψ̃ (9)
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Figure 2: Domain walls, domain patterns, and domain wall motion: (a) Biased multi-well potentials for 90◦ and 180◦ domain
switching, indicating the minimum energy paths. (b) Stationary solution of the polarization distribution near 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls
(with magnified views of the magnet arrangement). (c) Verification of the energy scaling law of Eq. (6) by numerical simulations. (d) Unbiased
multi-well potential. (e) Snapshots of the polarization evolution leading to laminate domain patterns, initiated from a random polarization
distribution and featuring charged and uncharged 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls and vortices.

for Np lattice sites considered normal to a domain wall (the
approximation holds for smooth domain walls of thickness
w � a), while observing the domain wall move at con-
stant speed v under an applied bias differential ∆ψ̃. Note
that Eq. (9) relates the wave quantity R/v linearly to ∆ψ̃
regardless of domain wall type and propagation direction.

To illustrate the independence of the scaling law of the
propagation direction, we examine domain walls traveling
along the directions a1 = ae1 and a1 =

√
2a(e1 + e2)/2.

Network size and simulation times are ensured sufficient
for a steady-state wave (i.e., permanent profile and con-
stant velocity). Fig. 2b shows 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls,
which are promoted by the bias applied through the elec-
tromagnets mi, as shown in Fig. 2a.

Fig. 2c summarizes simulation data of R vs. v∆ψ̃ for
moving 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls, which confirm the ap-
plicability of the scaling relation of Eq. (6). The various

speeds are achieved by altering the magnetic moments m2

(effectively changing ∆ψ̃). Discreteness effects manifest
for thin domain walls, which is why a sufficient domain
wall width is ensured by adjusting the spring stiffness k.
Note that, the elastic interaction term does not appear ex-
plicitly in the scaling law. However, upon increasing the
value of k, the width of the domain wall and consequently
the value of R increases (shown in SM [48]), so that domain
wall travels faster, which in turn alters v in Eq. (6).

When starting from a random polarization distribu-
tion, the simulated system of pendula evolves into a lam-
inate pattern, following Eq. (4) and resulting from the
competition between diffusion and stability. Fig. 2e shows
four snapshots of a representative time evolution, form-
ing 90◦ domain walls (see movie SMV1 [48]). Note that
the laminate pattern of Fig. 2e depends on the initial ran-
dom polarization distribution and may change with dif-
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Figure 3: Polarization hysteresis and the influence of defects and ‘temperature’. (a) Biasing the local multi-welled potential along
the x1-direction by changing the magnetic moments m1 and m3 following the triangular wave form in (b). (c) Polarization hysteresis of a
40 × 40-pendula system with dc = 1 % and f = 5 mHz, and (d) snapshots of the evolving polarization distribution showing nucleation near
defects and the formation of 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls while switching. (e) Effects of (i) defect concentration, (ii) cycling frequency, (iii)
defect distribution Ωi, and (iv) temperature introduced by random noise. Initial distributions vary between samples and specific values of
dc, Ω, σ and f are reported for each case.

ferent random seeds. In the unbiased multi-well potential
of Fig. 2c, the 180◦ energy barrier between two opposing
wells is greater than the 90◦ energy barrier between two
neighboring wells, and hence the pendulum system mini-
mizes its energy by forming 90◦ domain walls. However,
for a biased multi-welled potential, the amount of energy
required to overcome the central energy barrier may reduce
significantly (see Fig. 3a), resulting in the appearance of
180◦ domain walls (see Fig. 3d).

An important characteristic of ferroelectrics is their
hysteresis, which is observed when applying a cycling bias
bipolar electric field. The pendulum system reproduces
such hysteresis at the structural level, e.g., when cyclically
altering the magnetic moments mi in opposite directions
(Fig. 3a). This quasistatic change in the magnetic mo-
ments results in a magnetic field that biases the multi-well

potential and consequently affects the polarization of pen-
dula in the RVE.

We apply magnetic moments of triangular waveform
in the x1-direction with amplitude ∆mij = mi −mj and
frequency f (Fig. 3b), which results in the hysteresis of av-
erage x1-polarization vs. applied magnetic moment shown
in Fig. 3c. A representative evolving microstructure within
the simulated RVE is illustrated in Fig. 3d.

In ferroelectrics, switching is promoted by defects that
break the symmetry and cause local hot spots for hetero-
geneous nucleation. Here, defects are realized by immobile
pendula (fixed at their pivots) distributed randomly with a
defect concentration dc = nd/n

2
p (nd pendula fixed in their

initial polarization per RVE). To assure an unbiased distri-
bution, the net polarization of defects is chosen to vanish.
During the microstructural evolution in Fig. 3d, defected
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pendula serve as nucleation sites (see movie SMV2 [48]).
Fig. 3e illustrates the influence of (i) defect concentration
dc, (ii) cycling frequency f , and (iii) the distribution of de-
fects. As expected from ferroelectrics, the ‘coercive field’
(magnetic moment at which the polarization switches) and
the remnant polarization decrease with increasing dc and
decreasing f and depend marginally on defect distribution.

Aside from re-scaling the Landau potential below the
Curie temperature [12], temperature affects ferroelectric
switching through thermal fluctuations. In the pendulum
system, an externally applied random unbiased noise is
implemented through forces on the pendula (q in Eq. (1)).
We prevent a macroscopic bias by setting the RVE mean
of the noise to 0 and apply a generated Gaussian white
noise that is uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1],
uncorrelated in space and time, and having a variance σ2 ∝
kBT with temperature T and Boltzmann’s constant kB
[12]. Fig. 3eiv shows how increasing the ‘temperature’
(i.e., increasing σ) decreases the remnant polarization and
the coercive field as observed in ferroelectrics [12].

4. Conclusions

The pendulum system resembles not only qualitatively
the multistability of ferroelectric ceramics, but its effec-
tive, homogenized behavior reveals a quantitative analogy
to phase field models for, among others, ferroelectric ce-
ramics and is hence expected to form characteristic do-
main patterns involving 90◦- and 180◦-domain walls. We
demonstrate the physics of the pendulum system by nu-
merically solving the discrete equations of motion for se-
lected initial boundary value problems (with experimen-
tally feasible material and geometric parameters).

Of course, the pendulum system – although displaying
key features of ferroelectrics (from domain patterns and
hysteresis to defect and temperature effects) – cannot re-
produce all characteristics of ferroelectric ceramics. For
example, the pendula are lacking an analog to Gauss’ law,
so that no depolarization field exists (which is why charged
domain walls are frequently observed). Such an analo-
gous constraint could be implemented through the addi-
tion of further springs, effectively imposing a divergence-
free condition (see SM [48] for details). Further, the pen-
dulum system lacks electro-mechanical coupling (the RVE
size remains unchanged). Yet, the presented system is a
quantitative representation of the stochastic Allen-Cahn
model for ferroelectrics and serves as a structural analog
to material-level nonlinear, dissipative, and diffusive phe-
nomena found, among others, in ferroelectrics and solid-
solid phase transformations. Unlike ferroelectrics, all pen-
dulum parameters are freely tunable to adjust the system
performance. The pendulum system is hence a rich play-
ground for experimentally realizing and studying material-
level phenomena in macroscale structures, with potential
for smart and active, multistable mechanical metamateri-
als.
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